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Field of studies:
International Business

Who am I?
I’m a Brazilian student and entrepreneur in Sweden. I currently am on my second term in
the International Business program and I run a company in Sweden, while also giving consultancy in international commerce projects in Brazil.
What have I done in the Nation?
I have been a foreman since 2015, and through this period I have been Pub foreman for
two years in a row, chef for a year, köksmästare for two years in total, and now I am serving
in a new project position called Statistics Coordinator, which I plan to continue even if I get
elected to Seniors.
I have over these years worked in every event countless times, have helped plan special events
such as Gåsen, took part as a marshal in a ball and have tried to listen and help everyone in
need whenever I could.
Why am I applying for Seniors?
Because I believe I have more to offer to the Nation, even more in such a time when many
new challenges are appearing! Not only have I experience in the Nation but also experience
from the real business world. I had to lead projects before, had to deal with different people
daily trying to maintain a good balance to achieve goals and I think this can help me as a
Senior.
I also believe that in order to keep the balance in the Nation more foremen should engage in
the leading and thinking process of the Nation. It has been a while now that former quratel have
always gone for Seniors meaning that the board has been majorly formed by former quratel.
This creates an imbalance as most of them haven’t been foreman in a while, neither come down
and work to experience in first person the problems and challenges we are living.
I believe that there is a natural disconnection from the rest of the foreman group that comes
with the quratel position due to their duties, and this disconnection is not solved when they
become seniors! In fact, when they become seniors is that this disconnection becomes even
more visible!
What do I want to do as Senior?
I want to help with the economy mostly. I have good strategic thinking, experience and
academic and real world knowledge on the subject! I have lead re-branding and marketing
projects in Brazil as well. My main goal is to try to make the system of the Nation more efficient,
making Seniors focus more on the actual long term strategies and less on daily problems that
could and should be solved by the Quratel. Another important point I would like to work with
would be the general communication with other foremen as act as a good representation of the
English speakers of the Nation.
There is a lot to be improved, and I have the energy and the will to commit myself to
whatever challenge or project that may appear in this journey. I would be thrilled to serve the
Nation as a Senior and I hope you can pick me as one of the next Seniors because I have a lot
to offer.

